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Congruences for the Aptry numbers are proved which generalize the results and 
conjectures of Chowla, .I. Cowles, and M. Cowles. 
R. Apery’s proof of the irrationality of 4(3) used the numbers a,, defined 
by a, = 1, a, = 5, and for n > 2, 
n3a, - (34n3 - 51~’ + 27n - 5)a,_, + (n - 1)3a,_2 = 0. (1) 
These numbers have the explicit formula 
(2) 
The first few values are a, = 1, a, = 5, a2 = 73, a3 = 1445, a4 = 33,001, and 
a, = 8 19,005. (For an exposition of Apery’s work, see van der Poorten [ 7 1.) 
Congruence properties of these numbers were considered by Chowla et al. 
[ 2 1, who made the following conjectures: 
(Cla) uZn E 1 (mod 8). 
(Clb) a,,,, z 5 (mod 8). 
(C2a) uZn E 1 (mod 3). ( 
(C2b) a,,,, , E 2 (mod 3). 
(C3) For all primes p 2 5, a, G 5 (mod p3). 
(C4) For odd primes p, ap = 0 (mod 5). 
We shall prove some congruences for the Aptry numbers which include 
all of these conjectures. In particular, we shall prove the following 
generalizations of (C3) and (C4): 
(C3’) For all primes p > 5, apn s a, (mod p’). 
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(C4’) a, E 0 (mod 5) if and only if n has at least one odd digit in its 
base 5 expansion. 
THEOREM 1. For all primes p, 
a notpn,+. . . tpsns = a,,a,, - a, I (mod p), where 0 < ni < p. 
Proof: We shall need Lucas’s congruence [6] 
where 0 < a, c < p, and the easily proved variant 
( (a+P~)~~~+““‘,-(a~c)(~:“) (modp). 
Then for 0 < m < p we have 
a mtpn=x (“:““)‘(m+fln+k)’ 
=zI:o (~)2(~)2(m~i)2( “T’)* (modpI 
= [, (7)’ (m;i)2][~o (; )‘(“:‘)‘] 
= ama,, 
and the theorem follows by induction. 
It follows that since a, is odh, a, is odd for all n, as shown in [2]. Since 
a, E a: E (-1)” (mod 3) for 0 < n < 3, we have a, = (-1)” (mod 3) for all 
n, proving (C2). Since a, E a3 E 0 (mod 5) and a,,, a2, a4 f 0 (mod 5), 
(C4’) follows. 
We have seen that the sequence (a,} is periodic (mod p) for p = 2 and 
p = 3. Our next theorem shows that this is not the case for any other 
primes p. 
THEOREM 2. Let {u,},.+,, be a sequence of integers with the property that 
u. = 1 and 
24 il~tm,t~~~ +rS& =%IOU”, **.u”s (mod r>, (3) 
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where 0 < n, < r, and suppose that for some k and M, u,,+~ = u, (mod r) q 
n>M. ThenforO<n<r,u,ru: (modr). 
Proof. Let a and b be integers such that a < b, ra > M, and k divides 
rb-ra. For O<n<r-2 we have 
24 n+1= u, r (n+l) = *ra(n+l)+d-r,= Ur%+rb 
55 u,u, (mod r), 
and the theorem follows by induction. 
Thus if {a,} is periodic (mod p) for p > 2, then p divides a2 + a: = 48, so 
p must be 3. We shall see that {a,} satisfies (3) for r = 9, so (a,} is not 
periodic (mod 9). Whether or not {a,,} is periodic (mod 16) remains open. 
Other sequences satisfying (3), for r prime, have been studied by Carlitz 
[lb 
The next theorem includes the remaining conjectures. 
THEOREM 3. (i) For p prime, p > 3, apn E a, (mod p”). 
(ii) a,, E 5” (mod 8). 
(iii> anot 3n,+ ...+3sn,-anoan, a.- ans (mod 9), where 0 < ni < 3. 
ProofI We have apn = S, + S, , where 
It is known [5] that for all primes p, 
(Ii)- (1) (modp*), 
and for p > 3, 
(;I)- (i) (modp3). 
Thus for p > 3 we have S, = a, (mod p”), and for p = 3 we have S, 3 a,, 
(mod 9). For p = 2, from 
(z)=(i) (mod41 
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we obtain 
( ;)‘E (I)’ (mod8), 
and so S, = a, (mod 8). 
It is easily seen that (“;’ ) E (-l)k (mod p), for 0 < k < p. So for 
0 < k < p we have 
(modp’), 
and 
Thus 
(mod p). 
For p > 3, Ckp:: (l/k*) ’ d IS ivisible by p (4, p. 901, so S, = 0 (mod p”). This 
completes the proof of (i). 
For p = 3, S, E 0 (mod 9), so a 3n E a, (mod 9). For p = 2 we have 
S, E 4n2 v Ll (n~‘)2(n~m)2 (mod8). 
We evaluate the sum (mod 2) by the method of [2]: For all integers 1, 
I* E I= - f (mod 2). Then with the identity 
(a form of Vandermonde’s convolution), we have 
S,-4n2 1 (-1) 
:I’, m (“m’)(“‘m”) 
= 4n*(-I)“-‘n E 4n3 E 0 n even 
=4 n odd (mod 8). 
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Thus 
i 
0 
a,, = a, + 
4 
z y: (mod 8). (4) 
From ( 1) we easily find 
a 1+2n = 5a2, (mod 8). (5) 
Then (ii) follows by induction from (4) and (5). 
Only (iii) remains to be proved. We have seen that aJn = a, (mod 9). 
From (1) we obtain 
a I +3n = 5a3n = aI a3n (mod 9) 
and 
a 2t3n = a 3n = a2a3n (mod 9). 
Thus for 0 < i < 3, 
and (iii) follows. 
ai+3n E aian (mod 9) 
J. Cowles [3] showed that for all primes p, a, +p = 25 + 6Op (mod p’). 
Our last theorem generalizes this congruence. 
THEOREM 4. Let the numbers b, be defined by b, = 0, b, = 12, and for 
n > 2. 
n3bn - (34~~ - 51n2 + 27n - S)b,_, + (n - 1)3b,-2 
+ 3[n2a, - (34n’ - 34n + 9)a,_, + (n - l)‘a,-,] = 0. (6) 
Then for all primes p, and for 0 < k < p, 
a k+pn = cak + pnbkjan (mod p’). (7) 
Proof. We know that for fixed n and p, there exist numbers ck, with 
c, = 0, such that 
a kfpn = akan f Pck (mod P’), (8) 
for 0 < k < p. 
Let us write the recurrence (1) in the form 
;- ri(lt)anpi = 0. 
iC0 
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This recurrence is valid for n >, 2, but since for n = 1 the coefficient of a _ 1 is 
zero, we see that it also holds for n = 1 if a_, is assigned any arbitrary 
value. Substituting k + pn for n, and using (8) and Taylor’s expansion, we 
have 
O= 2 ri(k + pn)ak+pn-i 
i=O 
= 5 [r,(k) + pnrf(k)](u,-iu, + PC,-i) (mod p’) 
i=O 
z p t [ri(k)c,-i t nri(k)u,-iu,] 
i=O 
(mod p’). 
Thus 
i [ri(k)ckPi t nr;(k)a,Piu,] = 0 
i=O 
(mod P), 
for 1 < k < p, where the case k = 1 is interpreted as before. 
Multiplying (6) by nu,, we see that the b, satisfy the recurrence 
q’ (r,(k)nb,-,a, t nr{(k)u,-,a,] = 0 
,Tll 
for k> 1, 
with b, = 0. Then since r,(k) = k3 is not divisible by p for 1 < k < p, we 
have ck E nbkun for 0 < k < p, and the theorem is proved. 
The first few values of the b, are b, = 0, b, = 12, 6, = 210, b, = 4438, 
6, = 104,825, 6, = 13,276,637/5, 6, = 70,543,291, b, = 67,890,874,657/35, 
and b, = 766,399,019,471/14. It can be shown that the 6, are given by the 
explicit formula 
(9) 
where H,= 1 + l/2 t .-+ + l/n, Ho = 0. It is interesting to note that if we 
make the unjustified assumption that a, can be defined for all nonnegative n 
so that (1) and (2) hold, then with 6, = (d/dn)u,, (6) and (9) can be 
obtained by differentiating (1) and (2). 
It is clear that congruences for LZ~+~” (mod p”) can be found by the 
method of Theorem 4. The simplest one is a, +pn = (5 + 12pn)u, (mod p’). 
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